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450KG SCISSOR LIFT WORKSHOP TROLLEY 6003T BY TRADEQUIP

The TradeQuip "Made for the Trade" moveable, Hydraulic

Scissor Lift Table can position and raise your work piece up to

875mm by simply pumping on the foot pedal to the desired

height. Features include a hand release lever to safely lower

a heavy piece of work and two locking swivel castors to

ensure stability once the scissor lift table is shifted into

position. This piece of equipment is ideal for any garage,

workshop or parts warehouse dealing with heavy parts such

as engine blocks, large cylinder heads, diff housings and

transmissions!

This "Made for the Trade" 6003T Scissor Lift Table has a

450kg Safe Working Capacity and is fitted with wheels,

designed to carry that weight with sealed bearings and

polyurethane tyres, to ensure heavy loads can be transported

smoothly and precisely, to and from the work area. Manually

lift this work table ergonomically via the hydraulic operated

foot pump which efficiently elevates the table top reducing

strain and fatigue from having to bending over. Easy to

elevate with the convenient hydraulic foot pump and easy to

lower... via the release lever on the handle to go down in a

controlled manner. In addition, this 6003T scissor lift table

can be used as a convenient mobile work bench so you can

work at different heights to reduce the risk of back injury. Our

manual hydraulic scissor lift table is ergonomically designed

SKU Option Part # Price

8727009 6003T $939

Model

Type Scissor Lift Workshop Trolley

SKU 8727009

Part Number 6003T

Barcode 9332105006030

Brand Tradequip

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 74 kg

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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to elevate the table to the best height reducing strain and

fatigue from bending over for long periods. This scissor lift is

manufactured to withstand busy working environments and

can also be used as a convenient and safe mobile work

bench, so you can work at different heights to reduce the risk

of injury allowing you to focus on the job at hand.

Features

Foot-operated hydraulic pedal keeps your hands free

Quick release hand lever for easy, controlled hydraulic

release

Heavy duty oil-resistant nonslip rubber mat

Two locking heavy duty swivel castors

Convenient fold down handle

Powder coated for extra protection from wear and tear.

Perfect for moving heavy parts to and from the vehicle

Specifications

Safe Working Capacity: 450kg

Maximum Height: 875mm

Minimum Height: 280mm

Table Size: 810(L) x 500(W)mm

Wheel Diameter: 125mm

Carton: 980x560x300mm

Weight: 74kg

Intended Use For lifting both heavy and light work pieces

and workloads. Scissor Lift tables raise, position, and

transport workloads and workpieces to minimise risk of injury.
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